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Newspaper Article, One Author

Author.

"Title of Article."

Newspaper Title

Date of Publication: Page #s.

Database.
Publication Medium.

Date of Access.

In-text citation: Michael A. Fletcher explains that "text of quotation" (A1).
OR
"Text of quotation" (Fletcher A1).

Newspaper Article, No Author, City Not Part of Newspaper Title

"Title of Article."


Newspaper Title

[City of Publication] Date of Publication:

Database.

Page #s.

Publication Medium.

Date of Access.

In-text citation: In the article “College Costs Hit Families," the author explains that "text of quotation" (1D).
OR
"Text of quotation" (“College Costs" 1D).
Newspaper Article, Two Authors, No Page Numbers


In-text citation: Auerbach and Gale explain that “text of quotation.”
OR
"Text of quotation" (Auerbach and Gale).

Newspaper Article, Editorial, Signed, No Page Numbers


In-text citation: Dennis Wyatt explained that “text of quotation.”
OR
"Text of quotation" (Wyatt).
Newspaper Article, Letter to the Editor


In-text citation: Bob Petersen explains that “text of quotation.”
OR
"Text of quotation" (Petersen).

Newspaper Article, Associated Press, City Not Part of Newspaper Title, No Page Numbers
News wires and news bureaus are not included as authors


In-text citation: In the article "Libyan Rebels Kill Gadhafi," the author explains that "text of quotation." OR
"Text of quotation" ("Libyan Rebels").
Television Broadcast Transcript, Transcript Title Included

“Title of Transcript.” Television Station, Date of Broadcast, Publication Medium.


2011:

Date of Access, Title of Show, Place of Broadcast.

In-text citation: In the television broadcast, “Violence in Egypt”, the host explains that "text of quotation.” OR "Text of quotation” (“Violence in”).

Television Broadcast Transcript, No Transcript Title, Interview

Interviewee, Interviewer, Title of Show, Place of Broadcast.

Totenberg, Nina, Interview by Rachel Maddow, Rachel Maddow Show, MSNBC, New York. 4 June 2009.

Date of Access, Database.
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